Innovator Fòssięl Inc. Brings 20+ Million-Year-Old
Materials to Boston’s Interior Design Industry.
Prehistoric is new again thanks to Boston-based
Fòssięl Inc. The company aims to revolutionize New
England’s interior design industry by introducing
something rarely seen available – Approximately
22,000,000-year-old fossilized furniture and
building materials. Fòssięl’s gallery will officially be
opening on May 17, 2021 in the nose of Park Plaza
Hotel Building Aka The Saunders Building.
Boston, Massachusetts – May 17, 2021 – Discerning homeowners, designers, and architects
searching for the perfect unique statements for their homes, commercial properties or hospitality
venues now have access to a material extraordinarily rare and never before available at
commercial scale thanks to Fòssięl Inc. The company and its affiliates transform ancient,
petrified wood into incredible home décor options and opportunity.
“I’m happy to finally be able commercialize my passion and bring this stunning, semi-precious
material application to market at broad scale for the first time,” explained Jamie O’Brien, the
creative force behind the company. “Fòssięl will be offering products from countries in
Southeast Asia, including Indonesia, Thailand, and Burma, as well as other nations, such as
Madagascar and Brazil and even from right here from the western United States. My material
will be aged between 20,000,000 and 280,000,000 years old.”
Petrified wood was once organic material – ancient, living trees. Over time, minerals slowly
replaced the woody tissue in a process known as permineralization, perfectly preserving this
once organic material into fossilized stone. Incredibly beautiful, no two pieces are identical, and
O’Brien manages to bring out the material’s unique colors and rich textures through special
production processes. The result? Incomparable and hyper-unique additions for the home. From
one-of-a-kind countertops, sink basins to patio pavers older than the human species and dating
back through the times of the dinosaurs.
Fòssięl offers home décor, furnishings, and even landscaping items crafted from petrified wood
from the Miocene Epoch, Cenozoic - Mesozoic Eras, and Jurassic - Triassic Periods,
transforming raw materials into dramatic home décor and accent pieces, stunning furnishings,
and more. For customers with a more DIY attitude, Fòssięl sells slices, slabs, and planks,
allowing the creation of customized furnishings.
“In my personal life pursuits for knowledge, cultural immersion and adventure and as a global
entrepreneur in the physical commodity trading and bulk logistics space, I have traveled to every
continent and visited more than 50 countries. No matter where I am, I keep an eye out for unique
niche products and materials to place into the space between spaces,” O’Brien continued. “When

I was first introduced to petrified wood while abroad in Bali, I immediately saw its incredible
possibilities and a wider application. Since then, I have built a robust, multi-country supply chain
of raw and finished materials which will truly be changing the game.”
To learn more about Fòssięl or to explore the company’s range of home furnishings, accent
pieces, and fossilized-wood building materials, visit www.fossielinc.com.
About Fòssięl Inc.: Fòssięl Inc. is a boutique trader and manufacturer of petrified wood. It was
formed to provide customers with access to the highest-end petrified wood products on the
market. From pedestal sinks to expansive bathtubs, floor tiles to chairs and benches, the
company helps customers bring their vision of an ideal home to life through stunning raw
materials and exemplary craftsmanship.
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